
Fall 2007 Math 636 Competition Models - Two Species 2

1. In this problem you will repeat much of the work that was done in the lecture notes on two
competing yeast populations, only with some graminivorous beetles. In this problem, you will
take the data from A. C. Crombie [1] on the beetles, Rhizopertha dominica, the lesser grain
borer, and Oryzaephilus surinamensis, the saw-tooth grain beetle. You can find the data in
an Excel file from my webpage. The first two columns give the data for an experiment with
only Rhizopertha. The columns D and E give the data for Oryzaephilus growing alone. Finally,
columns G, H, and I show the results of an experiment with both species growing together.

a. Use the data with each species growing alone to find the best continuous Malthusian
growth model for Rhizopertha dominica using the first 119 days of data. Then repeat this
process for Oryzaephilus surinamensis, using the first 77 days of data. Give all of the parameters
that you find and show graphs of both the data and the models. Write the solutions to your
model and give the sum of squares error between the model and the data.

b. Next, take the data (all values) with each species growing alone to find the best fit to
a logistic growth model for each of the beetle species. Once again, give all of the parameters
in the models, write the solutions of the models, and show graphs of both the data and the
models. List the sum of squares error between the model and the data.

c. Use the information from Part b to fix the Malthusian growth parameter and the in-
traspecies competition term. A quasi-steady state analysis will allow you to obtain estimates
for the interspecies competition terms. (It turns out that you need to begin with the initial
population guess for Rhizopertha near 5 and the initial guess for Oryzaephilus near 0.5.) Use
the MatLab program to find the best fit to the data from the experiment with both species
growing together. Write the sum of squares error between the model and the data. (I do NOT
believe that the Excel program will work.) Give all of the parameters that you find and show
graphs of both the data and the models.

d. For the model that you found in Part c, find all equilibria and find the eigenvalues at those
equilibria. Graph the nullclines, clearly labeling the equilibria. Show the direction field for this
system of differential equations (being sure that the nullclines are clearly visible). Discuss the
stability of each of the equilibria and predict what will happen with the populations of these
beetles over a long period of time, assuming the experimental conditions hold.

2. Consider the general competition model given by the equations:

dx

dt
= x(a1 − a2x− a3y),

dy

dt
= y(b1 − b2y − b3x).

Sketch the phase plane and representative trajectories of both populations if

a. b1
b2

> a1
a3

and b1
b3

> a1
a2

.

b. a1
a3

> b1
b2

and b1
b3

> a1
a2

.

Describe the interaction between the two species in each case. State all biologically feasible
equilibria for each case, then give describe what type of equilibrium point each one is (saddle
node, unstable node, etc.).



3. Consider the model given by the equations:

dX

dt
= X(2− 2X + Y ),

dY

dt
= Y (1− Y + X).

a. Give a brief explanation of each species’ ecological behavior. Describe each term on the
right hand side of the differential equations.

b. Determine all possible equilibria.

c. In the phase plane, draw the nullclines. Introduce arrows to show representative directions
of the trajectories.

d. Perform a linear stability analysis, giving eigenvalues and eigenvectors at each equilibrium.
Classify the equilibria (e.g., stable node).

e. Discuss what happens ultimately for this biological system.

[1] A. C. Crombie (1945). On competition between various species of graminivorous insects,
Proc. Roy. Soc (B) 132, 362-395.


